Family Day
by Cantieri Navali Codecasa with Studio Anna Maria and Franco Della Role

B

y next summer, new creations from the historic Cantieri Navali
Codecasa will be taking to the water, including a new Codecasa
51-metre yacht and the first Codecasa 42-metre Vintage series
yacht. These were preceded last year by a prestigious Codecasa
45-metre sports yacht and two exclusive Codecasa 65-metre mega
yachts: Lady Lau and Family Day.
These two vessels are sister ships but certainly not twin ships, since although they
are the same size and have the same naval architecture and engineering, instead
of being two different versions of a single design concept, they are completely
different creations. These two unique masterpieces are the expression of two distinct
customisations with totally individual characters in terms of the external lines,
internal spaces, layout designs and interior styles. A full portrait of Lady Lau featured
in the last issue (No. 18) of Yacht Première.
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 The upper saloon

The interiors aboard Family Day have been created in a
contemporary style, featuring luxurious rosewood fittings,
fabric upholstery, and leather and marble finishes.

Family Day

The vessel’s layout covers five decks plus the tank deck, with its exterior marked
out by classic / modern lines and the traditional aesthetic characteristics that are a
matter of course on Codecasa’s yachts. Lady Lau was specifically designed to meet
the precise requirements of its Owner, who was previously the satisfied owner of a
50-metre Codecasa mega yacht. Inside, Lady Lau’s interiors were created in a
classic style with lavish mahogany fittings, fabric upholstery and marble finishes.
The Owner wanted a decidedly different style and different colours in each guest
cabin to make each one unique and original.
For its part, Family Day was presented two years ago in a detailed preview in issue
10 of Yacht Première, and it is now at last the subject of a full portrait in the current
issue 19 of Yacht Première. The yacht’s layout consists of four decks plus the tank
deck, and its exterior is distinguished by futuristic / modern lines, with innovative
aesthetic characteristics appearing for the very first time on a Codecasa yacht.
Family Day was expressly designed to fulfil the wishes of its Owner, who was
previously the satisfied owner of a Codecasa 41-metre sports yacht.
Family Day’s interiors have a contemporary style and luxurious rosewood fittings,
fabric upholstery, and leather and marble finishes. In terms of the details, the Owner
expressly requested a consistent style with colours in uniform tones in all the
interiors, to recreate an absolute harmony that expresses the Owner’s own character
and individual sensibilities.
The main dimensional and technical data
Bearing yard number F71, Family Day was built at the Codecasa Ugo facilities,
based on naval architecture and engineering entirely produced in-house by the Italian
shipyard. AH 36 high-resistance steel was used for Family Day’s hull, while special
aluminium alloys 5083 H 111 and 5083 H 321 were used for the yacht’s
superstructure. The new vessel meets the classification standards of Lloyd’s Register
of Shipping (LRoS) for Maltese Cross 100 A1, SSC Yacht Mono G6, LMC, UMS and
the regulatory requirements of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) Code of
Practice for LY2, Unrestricted.
In terms of size, Family Day has a total length of 65.00 metres, equivalent to 213 feet
3 inches, a length at the waterline of 56.50 metres, equivalent to 185 feet 5 inches, and
a total beam of 11.20 metres, equivalent to 36 feet 9 inches.
Under full load, the hull’s maximum draft is 3.50 metres, equivalent to 11 feet 6 inches.
Family Day’s displacement under full load is 900 tonnes, equivalent to 1,987,000
pounds, while under average load conditions the new yacht’s displacement is 820
tonnes, equivalent to 1,810,000 pounds.
Family Day has a displacement hull with a bulbous bow, equipped with a tunnel
bow thruster and a Quantum Marine Zero Speed stabilisation system that is
operational both at sea and at anchor, with stabilisers configured as a pair of lateral
fins positioned in the central sections of the hull.
Family Day’s engine room contains two Caterpillar CAT 3516 B - TTA HD A rated
V16 engines, each with a total cylinder capacity of 78.0 litres, equivalent to 4,766
cubic inches, and maximum power of 2,447 BHP, equivalent to 1,825 bkW, supplied
at 1,600 rpm. Coupled to the reduction gearboxes, the two engines are connected
via stainless steel transmission shafts to a pair of Schaffran S Class fixed-pitch
6-blade propellers.
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In terms of performance, under average load conditions, Family Day has a top speed
of 17 knots, while when sailing at the cruising speed of 14 knots the yacht has a
range of 6,000 nautical miles.
This is also partly thanks to the fuel tanks, which have a capacity of 165,000 litres,
equivalent to 43,650 US gallons. For their part, the freshwater tanks have a capacity
of 33,000 litres, equivalent to 8,730 US gallons.
Four tri-phase 50-Hz generators have been installed on board Family Day, all based
on 6-cylinder in-line diesel generator motors: the three main gensets are from the
Caterpillar CAT C9 TA series, with cylinder capacity of 8.8 litres, equivalent to
538 cubic inches, producing 175 ekW / 219 kVA at 1,500 rpm.
The emergency genset is from the Volvo Penta Marine D7AT-UCM 274 F1 series,
with a total cylinder capacity of 7.15 litres, equivalent to 436 cubic inches, producing
108 ekW / 135 kVA at 1,500 rpm.
Family Day’s equipment also includes four waverunners: two of these, together with
a rescue and service tender, are laid up in the open in the technical area forward on
the upper deck. The other two, together with two guest main tenders, are laid up in
the garage to aft on the lower deck.
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The style
is characterized
throughout by
simple forms and
clean lines, both in
the geometries of the
furnishings and in
the detail of the
decor, with colours
in uniform tones
that create an
absolute harmony.

Family Day

The same idea of decorative and
formal simplicity inspired the
choice of the various complements,
fabrics and textiles, whose rigorous
stylistic elegance is the expression of
an elegant and modern character.

A general overview of the motor yacht
“For some time, I had been thinking of creating a special vessel with a strong
personality and an ability to spark emotions – this was something I very much
wanted to do.” In these words, Fulvio Codecasa – owner and chairman of Cantieri
Navali Codecasa – emphasised in brief the extraordinary nature of the mega yacht
Family Day in terms of both build and aesthetics.
The yacht was launched by the Italian shipyard in April last year and delivered to
the Owner in June the same year. Family Day’s appearance itself confirms Fulvio
Codecasa’s words, with its silvery metallic paint and decidedly modern form: the
softly precise and sharply clean lines of the superstructure merge perfectly with the
sides of the hull, highlighting the distinctly horizontal bearing that gives an
intensely soaring look to the mega yacht’s profile. With its futuristic exterior design,

Family Day has broken the boundaries of the traditional aesthetic themes and usual
build designs typical of Codecasa yachts, although at the same time it retains the
unmistakable touch of elegance that has always marked the magnificent creations
of the famous Italian shipyard. The new characteristics present in Family Day for
the very first time on a Codecasa vessel include the aft sections of the hull, which
have been considerably extended and are at a noticeably greater angle than those
of previous yachts by the Italian shipyard, giving the new vessel a more aggressive,
markedly sporty appearance. Thanks to the modern design of the exterior, into
which the outdoor areas of the decks have also been perfectly integrated, on board
Family Day the Owner and guests can enjoy extraordinarily panoramic spaces and
very large areas in comfort. These areas have been specifically designed for openair living during cruises and at anchor in a roadstead.
➢
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 The guest cabin

To aft on the sun deck, a sunbathing section includes an uncovered area with
deckchairs and sunbathing mats, together with an area protected from the sun’s rays
by the hard top, complete with a bar and barbecue.
Forward on the bridge deck, another sunbathing section includes an uncovered area
with the option of shading with awnings, featuring sofas and coffee tables, and
another uncovered area with deckchairs and sunbathing mats arranged around the
large swimming pool. Still on the bridge deck, to aft, a section partially covered by
the overhanging sun deck provides an open air lounge area with sofas and coffee
tables, as well as an alfresco dining area with a dining table and bar.
To aft on the main deck, an open air lounge section has an uncovered area with the
option of shading with awnings, featuring chaises longues, sofas and coffee tables,
together with an area covered by the overhanging bridge deck laid out with sofas and
coffee tables.
The huge spaces on the mega yacht have been used to the full inside Family Day as
well, with large areas for use as salons and socialising areas – as well as the private
areas, of course. Family Day’s interior layout provides accommodation for up to 16
passengers in four guest staterooms, two VIP staterooms and the Owner’s stateroom.
The yacht also accommodates up to 18 crew in seven crew cabins, an engineer’s cabin
and the captain’s cabin.
The main hall, the nerve centre for vertical and horizontal distribution in the yacht,
has a wide staircase and a comfortable lift that connects all the decks, including the
sun deck. The grandiose, magnificent salon on the main deck features three
conversation areas in different layouts with welcoming sofas and armchairs around
low coffee tables.
One of the main features of the yacht is the extraordinary dining room on the bridge
deck, which covers the large area that is generally used for the upper salon. On board
the new mega yacht, the sizes of the extensive spaces provided for the guest cabins
are truly impressive, but none more so than the stunning Owner’s suite.
The huge suite includes a private lobby, an immense wardrobe and a large personal
study that even has an exclusive folding balcony, formed by a side door that opens
out horizontally to form a platform overhanging the sea.
To match the grandiose scale of the suite, the size of the twin his and hers bathrooms
– laid out symmetrically and separated by the monumental bath in the centre – is
similarly generous.
Family Day’s stunning interiors perfectly reflect the intention and refinement of the
Owner, through a modern decorative style specially devised by Anna Maria and
Franco Della Role to meet his wishes in full.
The magnificent aesthetic look of the interiors is notable for its contemporary design,
characterised by simple forms and clean lines, in terms of both the geometry of the
furniture and the details of the decoration.
The choices of the complementary fabrics and cloths are consequently similarly
inspired by the idea of decorative and formal simplicity.
This rigorous stylistic elegance, expressed with a harmonious, extremely modern
character, creates an unusual, all-enveloping atmosphere of serene warmth in the
interiors, which are imbued in a pleasantly intriguing way with an attractive Oriental
feel. The essential nobility of the precious materials and the quality of the woodwork
is apparent throughout.
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The essential nobility
of the precious
materials and
fine quality of
the carpentry is
apparent throughout,
executed in a refined
satin finish and
using dark rosewood.
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Family Day

The particular and
all-enveloping
atmosphere of serene
warmth engenders a
feeling of ordered
elegance and
harmonious quiet,
causing the attractive
Oriental inspiration to
emerge in a pleasantly
intriguing manner.
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All the woodwork has a refined satin finish, with dark rosewood used for all the
floors, walls, doors and decorative cornices of the furniture and fabric or leather
panelling on the walls.
White lacquered wood ceilings are present throughout, alongside floors enhanced
with soft rugs and carpets all in bright colours to contrast with the dark base of the
wooden plank flooring. Light-coloured leather is used for the trim and borders of
the sofas and beds.
The light colours of the bed covers, curtains and sofas are in a chromatic range
from white to beige that contrasts with the vivid colours of the furniture cushions,
improving the visual appearance of the fittings and giving the interiors of the mega
yacht a general look of ordered elegance and harmonious sobriety. The utmost
attention to every detail has taken concrete form in every selection and matching.

For example, in the dining room, the Venetian blinds are in leather. Moreover, the
interiors of all the bathrooms include inner doors in white etched glass and walls
clad in selected dark rosewood to contrast with the floors in valuable white Carrara
marble.
In the Owner bathrooms, the washbasin shelves are in precious black Portoro
marble, while in the guest bathrooms they are in valuable white Carrara marble.
Flaviano Perelli
Photos by Alessandro Braida
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Highlighted in the layout: On the sun deck to aft,
a sunbathing area equipped with deck chairs and sun pads
as well as an area protected by the hard top and fitted out with a bar.
On the bridge deck, as well as a sunbathing area that can be shaded with
awnings and laid out with couches and small tables, there is also another
zone with deck chairs and sun pads around the swimming pool;
to aft, stands one area intended as an open-air lounge
and another set aside for alfresco dining.

Profile

Family Day
Sun deck

Bridge deck

Main deck

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lower deck

Top-tank deck

Hull
Superstructure
LOA
Beam
Maximum draft
Displacement
Main engines
Generators
Propellers
Maximum speed
Range
Fuel
Fresh water
Accommodation
Crew cabins
Guest elevator
Classification

Interior design
Builder
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High Tensile Steel AH36
Aluminium 5083 H111 / 321
65.00 m / 213’25’’ ft
11.20 m / 36’74’’ ft
3.50 m / 11’48’’ ft
900 tonnes approx.
2 Caterpillar 3516B (1,825 kW @ 1,600 rpm)
3 Caterpillar (175 kW)
1 Volvo Penta (104 kW emergency generator)
2 Schaffran 6 blades “S” class
17 knots @ light displacement
6,000 nautical miles @ 14 knots
165,000 litres / 43,588.389 US Gallons
33,000 litres / 8,717.677 US Gallons
Owner’s suite
6 guest cabins
Captain’s cabin + 7 twin bed cabins
Serving all five decks
Lloyd’s Register ✠ 100 A1
SSC “Yacht” MONO G6 ✠ LMC UNRESTRICTED
Fully MCA Compliant
Studio Anna Maria and Franco Della Role
Cantieri Navali UGO CODECASA S.p.A.
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